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Abstract

Refine is a tool that supports the application of Morgan’s refinement calculus. It was designed to support
teaching and use by beginners; it is already in use. We describe here the extension of Refine to support
the development of (possibly recursive) procedures in the algebraic style of the refinement calculus already
adopted by Refine.
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1 Introduction

Refinement is a concept that supports the correct development of computer sys-

tems. Refinement techniques support incremental development: a specification is

refined in a sequence of steps in a context that uses an uniform notation for spec-

ification and programming. A refinement relation, which models preservation of

correctness, is kept between successive steps of refinement, guaranteeing that the

final implementation satisfies the original specification.

Back [1], Morris [15] and Morgan [16] worked independently on refinement cal-

culi. The refinement calculus presented here is based on Morgan’s work; it is attrac-

tive, from a practical point of view, because all refinement steps are applications of

algebraic laws.
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Using Morgan’s refinement calculus, we can write software in a precise and

consistent way. However, its application to problems of any size requires a lot of

tedious manipulations of predicates, that can easily generate errors. This situation

suggests the need to develop tools that support the refinement calculus. A tool that

supports law applications allows the users concentrate in the important elements of

a development, avoiding the monotonous work and possible errors.

Therefore, we developed Refine, an educational tool for refinement. The initial

version of the tool was presented in [5], but it had few facilities of development

management. Moreover, the supported language did not include procedures and

recursions. In this paper, we present a new version of Refine that addresses these

issues.

Morgan’s refinement calculus presented a problem in its approach to proce-

dures and parameters [7]. Therefore, a new set of refinement laws was presented

in [6]. These laws address the existing difficulties, and allow an algebraic ap-

proach to the development of recursive programs. They are the basis for the

implementation of Refine presented here. Most of the refinement tools cited in

literature [4,12,13,23,2,21] do not make possible the development of procedures and

recursion, or do not have a friendly interface to be used by beginners. Moreover,

none of them considers the approach presented in [6].

In Section 2 we give a brief explanation of refinement calculus, and of the proce-

dure and recursion laws that we consider. Section 3 presents Refine, and Section 4

describes the results of the integration of the procedure and recursion laws. Finally,

in Section 5 we summarise related and future work.

2 Refinement Calculus

The refinement calculus is composed of an unified language of specification, design,

and implementation, and of refinement laws. It is based on a refinement relation

between programs (specifications, designs, or simply programs); the set of laws

determines how refinements can be generated in an algebraic way. The development

of programs, using this technique, consists of law applications over and over again,

until an initial specification is transformed into an executable program.

In the refinement calculus, if a program p2 is better than a program p1, we write

p1 � p2. The relation � is called refinement: we say that p2 refines p1. The notion

of improvement is based on the user point of view, and is formalised using a weakest

precondition semantics.

For each step in the refinement process, the current program, or some subpro-

gram of the current program, is transformed by the application of a refinement law.

For some transformations, proof obligations are generated. If the proof obligation

can be discharged, the correctness of the generated program is guaranteed.

A specification has the form w : [pre, post]. Its precondition (pre) describes the

initial state in which execution of the program is well behaved. The postcondition

(post) describes the final states that can be obtained if the precondition is satisfied.

The frame (w) lists the variables whose values can change. The language used to
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define the preconditions and postconditions is the predicate calculus. If the initial

state satisfies the precondition, then the variables listed in the frame can be modified

in such a way that the final state satisfies the postcondition. If the initial state does

not satisfy the precondition, the result cannot be predicted. A precondition true

can be omitted.

In a postcondition, a 0-subscripted variable can be used to represent the ini-

tial value of the corresponding variable. As an example, we have the specification

x : [0 ≤ x, x2 = x0]. The precondition indicates that the program has a well-defined

result when the value of x is greater than or equal to zero. The postcondition indi-

cates that at the end of the program execution, from a state where the precondition

is satisfied, we have in the variable x the square root of its initial value.

Besides the specification statement, the language of Morgan’s calculus includes

all the constructors of Dijkstra’s language [9]. Block constructs are also available

to declare local variables, and logical constants.

Variable blocks have the form [[var x : T • p]], where x is the name of a new

variable declared to be of type T , with a scope restricted to p. Similarly, logical

constants c are declared in blocks [[con c • p]]. A logical constant is a name that

can be used to mention a value of interest during a development. Differently of

a variable, a logical constant is not code, and then, in some moment during the

refinement it must be removed.

In [6], a procedure block takes the form [[proc name =̂ body • main]]. It

introduces the procedure name, and a program fragment: the procedure body, which

may declare parameters. Finally, we have the main program, which can call the

procedure.

Parameters can be passed by value, by result, or by value-result. Procedures

with parameters have as body a parameterized command, that is, the declaration

of the parameters in a procedure is associated with the procedure body instead of

with its name.

Instead of using or acting on specific variables, a parameterized command is

generic: they need to be applied to arguments. The behavior of the resulting pro-

gram depends on these arguments. An example is this program that increases the

value of a variable x using a parameterized procedure Inc: [[proc Inc =̂ (val res n :

N • n := n + 1) • Inc(x)]]. The procedure body is a parameterized command that

defines a parameter n, passed by value-result, whose value is increased by 1. The

main program is a call to the procedure, passing as parameter the variable x whose

value we want to increase.

Procedure blocks can also declare recursive procedures, but in their development

we use variant blocks. Besides the procedure and the main program, a variant

block declares a variant expression e of name v. It has the form [[proc name =̂

body variant v is e • main]]. The variant is part of the argument for the termination

of the procedure.

Example 2.1 As an example, we consider a program that computes the square

root of the inverse of a positive number. We adopt x : [0 < x, x2 = 1/x0] as the

initial specification of this program. Each law used in the development can be found
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in Appendix A.

At first, we introduce a block that defines a procedure that computes the square

root of a number. The name of the procedure is Sqrts; its parameters are a,

passed by value, and b, passed by result; the procedure body is the specification

b : [0 < a, b2 = a0]. The main program is the initial specification. The procedure

block results from the application of the Parameterized Procedure Introduction law.

[[ proc Sqrts =̂ (res b;val a • b : [0 < a, b2 = a0])•

x : [0 < x, x2 = 1/x0] (1)

]]

Continuing the program development, we split the main program into the sequence

of two specifications: the first computes the inverse of x, and the second computes

the square root of the resulting value of x. For this, we apply to (1) the Sequential

Composition with Constants law. We get the following result.

[[con X : R•

x : [0 < x, 0 < x ∧ x = 1/x0]; (2)

x : [0 < x ∧ x = 1/X, x2 = 1/X] (3)

]]

A logical constant X is declared and (1) is split with basis on an intermediate state

definition 0 < x ∧ x2 = 1/x0; it is used as the postcondition of the first resulting

specification, and the precondition of the second one. Moreover, all references to the

initial variables in the second specification are substituted by the declared constant

X.

Now, we can refine the specification (2) to x := 1/x using the Assignment law.

The proof obligation is x = x0 ∧ 0 < x ⇒ 1/x = 1/x0 ∧ 0 < 1/x. This follows

from properties of equality and basic arithmetic; so we can conclude that the law

application generates a refinement of (2).

Next, we rewrite (3) to allow its refinement to a call to the procedure Sqrts.

For this, we apply the Strengthen Postcondition law, and afterwards, the Weaken

Precondition law. We obtain as result: x : [0 < x, x2 = x0]. The proof obligations

are 0 < x0 ∧ x0 = 1/X ∧ x2 = x0 ⇒ x2 = 1/X, which is follows by a property of

equality, and 0 < x∧x = 1/X ⇒ 0 < x, which holds because the consequent is part

of the antecedent of the implication.

We continue the development of this program in the Section 4, where we discuss

the application of the laws that handle parameterized programs and procedure calls.

In the following section, we illustrate the use of Refine using the part of the example

presented so far.

3 Refine

Refine is based on the Windows standard; its interface is composed of four windows

presented in Figure 1. The refinement window, which presents the program devel-

opment step by step; the proof-obligations window, which lists the proof obligations

generated by all law applications; the laws window, which lists the refinement laws
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supported by the tool; and, finally, the code window, which presents the currently

developed program. Moreover, Refine has menus and buttons that allow the access

to its main functionalities.

Fig. 1. Refine’s windows

Refinement Window. The refinement window shows the steps of the develop-

ment: transformations to an initial program. Each transformation is justified by

the application of a law.

Starting a program development, we type the specification; the window that is

shown when we press the start new development button is presented in Figure 2.

We have to type the initial specification in accordance with the format supported

by Refine; we type x:[0<x,x**2=1/x0] for our example in Section 2. There is

a mapping of the symbols of the predicate calculus to ASCII symbols that are

supported by Refine. The user can type these symbols or use a symbol keyboard

provided by Refine.

If the specification is well-formed, the tool displays it in the refinement window.

At the end of the program development, the refinement window shows the complete

refinement of the program (see Figure 3). In this way, we have the same that we

would have in paper, with the additional advantage of the management facilities

that we explain later.

Refinement-Laws Window.The refinement-laws window shows the list of

all the laws supported by the tool: all of the Morgan’s calculus plus the laws

proposed in [6]. Through this window, we can select the law that we want to apply

to a specific program by clicking the left-button of the mouse on the law name.
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Fig. 2. New Program and Parameter Windows

Some laws, to be applied, need some parameters supplied by the user. The entrance

of these parameters is made through a parameters window, which is specific for

each type of law.

In our example, we must select the initial specification in the refinement window,

choose the Parameterized Procedure Introduction law, and press the button APPLY

in the refinement-laws window. We are asked to type the parameters of this law

application; the input window is presented in Figure 2. The parameters are the name

of the procedure, its body, and its parameters, which are all checked for syntactic

correctness. After the application of the law, the refinement, proof obligations, and

code windows are updated.

We can use the same idea to continue the development of our example in the tool.

The final result in the refinement window is presented in Figure 3. As we can ob-

serve in this figure, Refine uses the symbol [= to represent a refinement relation (�).

Proof-Obligations Window. Our example of refinement generates some

proof obligations. In Refine, these are displayed in the proof-obligations window, as

presented in Figure 3. In this version of Refine, the user is responsible for verifying

if the generated proof obligations are true. If not, the tool assists in the correction

of the program development.

Code Window. The code window displays the collected code that results from

the current development. In this way, when we enter an initial specification, this

is the program that is displayed in the code window. When refinement laws are

applied, the collected code is displayed in the code window, as presented in Figure 4.

Refinement Management. It is possible to save developments into a file

and to recover the development saved in a file. When a development is saved,

information about the proof obligations and the generated code is saved too.

Therefore, when the development is recovered, the additional information is

readily available as well. The undo and redo operations help in the correction of
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Fig. 3. Refinement and Proof Obligations Windows

developments.

Refine associates the proof obligations and the laws that generated them. To

find out which law application generated a specific proof obligation, we must select

the proof obligation in the proof-obligations window. The tool will automatically

select the part of the refinement, in the refinement window, that generated the proof

obligation selected.

It is possible to insert comments during the program development through the

refinement window. A comment is associated with a specific part of the develop-

ment. By clicking with the right button on a part of the development, and selecting

the insert comments option, we get a window (Figure 4) where we can include or

edit comments. The comments are usually hidden; they are displayed only when

the user requests. It is possible to save comments when the development is saved;

and recover the comments, when the development is openned.

We can print the program development, the proof obligations generated, the

Fig. 4. Code, Comment and Print Windows
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final code, and the comments associated with the development. It is possible to

select what we want to print through a print window (Figure 4). The refinement

steps are printed with the names of the applied laws. The lines are numbered, and

each comment and proof obligation refers to the line of the program that generated

it.

The main menu also offers a help for users who are not familiar with the tool

or the refinement calculus. A documentation of the refinement laws supported is

provided.

4 Refine: Procedures and Recursion

To support the application of the laws related to procedures, we implemented a

facility for code collection. As we explain in detail later on, some of these laws are

applied to parts of the developed program that are not necessarily available in the

development window. By collecting the code, we record an updated view of the

developed program obtained so far, and we can consider the refinement of its con-

stituent commands. To illustrate this functionality and others, we will continue the

development of the square root procedure (Example 4.1) and start the development

of a recursive program that evaluates the factorial of any number (Example 4.2).

Example 4.1 To finish our development, we must refine: x:[0<x,x**2=x0] (see

Figure 3) to introduce a procedure call, by converting that specification to a program

like the procedure body. At first, we apply the Call by Result law; Refine shows a

parameter window where we type the parameters that we want to declare (b : R)

and the arguments we want to pass (x). This results in the following fragment of

program.

(res b @ b:[0<x, b**2=x0])(x)

To introduce a call by value, we refine the specification in the body of the pa-

rameterized command above so that we can apply the Call by Value law. First,

we apply the Strengthen Postcondition law (using as argument the predicate

(b**2=a0)[a,a0\b,b0]), and afterwards, the Weaken Precondition law (using

as argument the predicate (0<a)[a\x]) in order to obtain a specification which

matches the pattern required by the Call by Value law. We obtain the following

result.

b:[(0<a)[a\x], (b**2=a0)[a0\x0]]

The application of the Call by Value law does not require parameters and we obtain

the following result.

(val a @ b:[0<a, b**2=a0])(x)

Now we need to collect the code, because we want to join the two parameter decla-

rations to get a single parameterized command. This is achieved by applying a law

to the parameterized command that declares b and includes in its body the param-

eterized command that declares a. The result of the code collection is presented in

Figure 5.
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At this stage, we can remove the constant block, since the declared constant

occurs nowhere in the program. We apply the Logical Constant Removal law, and

as result we have the program below.

x :=1/x;

(res b @ (val a @ b:[0<a, b**2=a0])(x))(x)

The parameterized command above is almost equal to the body of the proce-

dure Sqrts. By applying the Multiple Parameters law, we obtain the command:

(res b; val a @ b:[0<a,b**2=a0])(x,x), as main program of the procedure

block Sqrts.

Again, we can collect the code in order to get the whole procedure block. This

gives us the following procedure block in the refinement window.

|[proc Sqrts =^= (res b; val a @ b:[0<a, b**2=a0]) @

x := 1/x;

(res b; val a @ b:[0<a, b**2=a0])(x,x)

]|

Fig. 5. Refinement Window after the Code Collection

Then, we apply the Procedure Call Introduction with Parameters law to the whole

procedure block. It replaces the occurrences of the procedure body in the main

program by procedure calls; this is done automatically by the tool, and involves the

following steps:

(i) Verification if the selected program is a procedure block;

(ii) Identification of all occurrences of the parameterized command applications in

the main program;

(iii) For each parameterized command application found:
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Fig. 6. Generated Code

(a) Verification of the procedure name scope.

We need to check if the parameterized command to be substituted by the

procedure call is not inside another block (of procedure, variant, variables

or constants) that declares again the procedure name. For example, if we

try to apply the Procedure Call Introduction with Parameters law to the

outer procedure block of the program below, no procedure calls will be

introduced.

[[ proc Sqrts =̂ (res b;val a •

b : [0 < a, b2 = a0]

) •

x := 1/x;

[[ proc Sqrts =̂ x : [x2 = x0] •

(res b;val a • b : [0 < a, b2 = a0])(x, x)

]]

]]

The parameterized command application in the main program matches the

body of the outer Sqrts, but it is hidden by the second declaration of Sqrts.

(b) Verification of the variables scope.

This is an issue in the presence of variable redeclarations. For example, it

is not possible to introduce a call to Inc in the program below, because its

global variable x is being redeclared. The assignment to x inside the vari-

able block updates the local x, and a call to Inc at that point would update

the global x. In such situations, Refine does not perform any substitution.

[[ proc Inc =̂ x := x + 1 • [[ var x : Z • x := x + 1 ]]]]

In our simple example, as our procedure block does not have scope problems, we

can successfully introduce the procedure calls, and the generated code is presented

in Figure 6.

Example 4.2 Now we will develop a program that computes the factorial of a

number. The main goal in this example is to show how we can refine a recursive

program using the tool. The initial specification is: f:[f=fat(n)].

As we want to develop a recursive procedure for this program, the first step is

to apply the Variant Introduction with Parameters law in the initial specification.

This law application requires some parameters: the procedure name (Fact), the
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specification of the procedure body (f:[f=fat(x)]), the variant name (V), the

variant expression (x), and the procedure parameters (val x). The result of this

law application is presented below. Refine includes automatically the predicate

variant name = expression variant (V=x) in the precondition of the procedure

body specification.

|[proc Fact =^= (val x @

f:[V=x, f=fat(x)]

) variant V is x @

f:[f=fat(n)]

]|

The first step of the development is to transform the main program of the block into

a program similar to the procedure body, in order to replace it with a procedure

call. For this, we first apply the Strengthen Postcondition law (using the predicate

(f=fat(x))[x,x0\n,n0] as argument). This give us the following specification.

f:[(f=fat(x))[x,x0\n,n0]]

Now, we can apply the Call by Value law, and as result we have the following

parameterized command application.

(val x @ f:[f=fat(x)])(n)

Collecting the code, we observe that the main program is similar to the program in

the procedure body (see Figure 7). The variant block is very similar to a standard

procedure block; the presence of the variant is relevant only for the refinement of

procedure body, which is discussed in the sequel.

At this stage, we can apply the Procedure Call Introduction in the Main Program

of a Variant Block (with Parameters) law, which results in the replacement of the

main program with a procedure call. Verifications related to the scope of names in

procedure blocks are necessary here in the same way as they were necessary when

Fig. 7. Refinement Window after Code Collection and Parameter Window of Alternation Law
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the Procedure Call Introduction (with Parameters) law was applied in the previous

example. Since in our example the variant block does not have problems related to

scope, the law application give us the following result.

|[proc Fact =^= (val x @

f:[V=x, f=fat(x)]

) variant V is x @

Fact(n)

]|

The second step of the development is to refine the procedure body to obtain a

program that computes the factorial in a recursive way. For this, we split the spec-

ification of the procedure body into two development flows: the first concludes the

execution of the recursion; and the second one stores, in a recursive way, the factorial

calculation. For this, we apply the Alternation law. In Refine, this law application

requires us to give as argument the guards x=0 and x>0, which we provide through

the parameter window presented in Figure 7. The result is presented below.

if x=0 -> f:[V=x & x=0, f=fat(x)]

[] x>0 -> f:[V=x & x>0, f=fat(x)]

fi

In the refinement of first specification, we apply the Assignment law to implement

the base case of the recursion; the resulting program is f:=1.

To develop the factorial calculation for numbers greater that 0, we apply the

Next Assignment law to divide the second specification above into two development

flows again: the first will be implemented with a recursive call with a decreased

value of x as argument; the second stores the temporary value of the factorial. The

result is presented below.

f:[V=x & x>0, f*x = fat(x)];

f:=f*x

Analyzing the specification above, we can observe that it requires that the final

value of f multiplied by x is the factorial of x. So, the value of f has to be the

factorial of x - 1, which can be calculated with a recursive call.

The introduction of recursive calls is based on occurrences of programs that are

similar to the initial specification of the procedure, but that decrease the variant.

Therefore, recursive calls that lead to non-termination cannot be introduced.

We transform the specification above into a program that is similar to the

initial specification of Fact, with the variant being decreased. Then, we ap-

ply the Strengthen Postcondition and Weaken Precondition laws, using the pred-

icates (f=fat(x))[x,x0\x-1,x0-1] and (0<=x & x<V)[x\x-1] as arguments, re-

spectively. This results in the following specification.

f:[(0<=x & x<V)[x\x-1], (f=fat(x))[x,x0\x-1,x0-1]]

The specification above has the appropriate format for the application of the Call

by Value law. As a result, we obtain the following code fragment.
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Fig. 8. Refinement Window after Code Collection

(val x @ f:[0<=x & x<V, f=fat(x)])(x-1)

Collecting the code again, we can observe the current state of the program, as

presented in Figure 8. Now, we can select the whole variant block and apply the

Recursive Call Introduction (with Parameters) law. To execute this law, Refine car-

ries out the following steps:

(i) It verifies if the selected program is a variant block;

(ii) It verifies if the procedure body is a parameterized command;

(iii) It extracts from the procedure body all occurences of parameterized command

applications;

(iv) For each parameterized command application found:

(a) It verifies if its body is a specification statement;

(b) It verifies if the precondition is the predicate:

0 ≤ (variant expression) < (variant name)

(c) It verifies the procedure name scope and the variables scope (as explained

in the Example 4.1).
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Fig. 9. Factorial Code and Proof Obligations

(d) If there is no problem, Refine searches in the development of the variant

block for an occurrence of a specification in the body of the procedure that

is exactly like that in the body of the parameterized command, except that

the precondition 0 ≤ (variant expression) < (variant name) is replaced

by (variant name) = (variant expression). The goal is to determine if,

at some point of the development, this has been the specification of the

procedure. If this is true, its refinement has lead to a procedure body that

includes a copy of itself, but in a context in which the variant has been

decreased.

If we apply the Recursive Call Introduction (with Parameters) law to the variant

block in the collected code for our example, we successfully introduce a recursive

call. In the procedure body, there is an occurrence of the parameterized command

(val x @ f:[0<=x&x<V, f=fat(x)]), as required; actually this is the initial spec-

ification of Fact. The result of the application concludes the program development.

Figure 9 presents the code and the proof obligations generated.

Checking the development history is a requirement that is peculiar to the law

for introduction of recursive calls. Formally, it includes a proviso that requires

us to prove that the obtained specification refines the initial specification of the

recursive procedure; see Appendix A. In practice, however, this is a consequence

of the development of the body of recursive procedure itself. Refine discharges this

proof obligation automatically.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a tool that supports the use of the refinement cal-

culus. Refine includes facilities to manage developments and, most importantly,

supports the use of (possibly recursive) procedures in accordance with [6]. As we

saw, Refine allows and helps the process of development navigation; moreover, it

automates the recursion law applications, what demands a complete knowledge of

the development description.

Several existing tools provide support for the refinement calculus. The Proxac

system [21] is a transformation editor that supports the application of a sequence

of transformation steps based on algebraic rules of one or more theories. The re-
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finement calculator presented in [2] consists of a graphical user interface that uses

a theorem proving system, HOL [11]. The works described in [13,4] use the HOL

System to formalise a refinement support system too.

Some tools [14,22] support the use of procedures in the context of a refinement

calculus. However, the calculational approach adopted in Morgan’s Refinement

Calculus [16], in which parameters and procedures are introduced and treated inde-

pendently, is not supported by these tools. Furthermore, it is not possible to deal

with procedure and variant blocks using the tools presented in [3,25,24].

Refine has been used successfully in teaching for almost four years and it has

already proved to be useful as an educational tool. It was developed using Java, and

amounts to about 45000 lines of code, in 203 classes. Details of Refine are available

in its site [26], where we can also find UML documentation of the design, a tutorial,

and development examples.

Refine was used as the starting to the development of another tool that supports

a refinement calculus for Z based on Morgan’s calculus [10]. In that work, support

for procedures was used to in laws that implement operations defined using the Z

promotion technique.

Besides, Refine was also extended with a tactic tool, called Gabriel [19,20]. It

allows the definition of refinement tactics which document routine law applications,

as for example, tactics for iteration developments, and for introduction of procedure

calls. Using Gabriel, these tactics can be used as ordinary laws; an extra window

lists the available tactics, and provides facilities to define and edit new tactics.

The tools developed from Refine, as cited above, have contributed sufficiently

for its validation. Besides, the use in teaching has increased the tests and improved

its benefits. Now, we believe that Refine is a robust tool.

We plan to integrate a theorem prover with Refine in order to mechanize the

process of verification of proof obligations. We also plan to adapt Refine to support

yet another formalism: Circus [8], which combines Z and CSP.
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A Refinement Laws

Law Strengthen Postcondition: if pos′ ⇒ post, then

w : [pre, pos] � w : [pre, pos′]

Law Weaken Precondition: if pre ⇒ pre′, then

w : [pre, post] � w : [pre′, post]
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Law Assignment: if pre ⇒ post[w\E], then

w, x : [pre, post] � w := E

Law Next Assignment: For any term E,

w, x : [pre, post] � w, x : [pre, post[x\E]];w := E

Law Alternation: if pre ⇒ GG, where GG = G0 ∧ G1 ∧ ... ∧ Gn, then

w : [pre, post] � if ([]i • Gi → w : [Gi ∧ pre, post])fi

Law Strengthen Postcondition with Initial Variables: if pre[w\w0] ∧ post′ ⇒ post,

then

w : [pre, post] � w : [pre, post′]

Law Assignment with Initial Variables: if (w = w0) ∧ pre ⇒ post[w\E], then

w, x : [pre, post] � w := E

Law Logical Constant Removal: if c does not happen int the program p, then

[[con c : T • p]] � p

Law Sequential Composition with Constants: for new constants X,

w, x : [pre, post] � [[con X • x : [pre,mid];w, x : [mid[x0\X], post[x0\X]]]]

The formula mid does not have to contain another initial variables beyond x0.

Law Parameterized Procedure Introduction: if pn is not free in p2,

p2 = [[proc pn = (par • p1) • p2]]

Law Procedure Call Introduction with Parameters:

[[proc pn = (par • p1) • p2[(par • p1)(a)]]] =

[[proc pn = (par • p1) • p2[pn(a)]]]

Law Call by Value: since that f is not in w e w is not free in a,

w : [pre[f\a], post[f, f0\a, a0]] = (val f • w : [pre, post]) (a)

Law Call by Result: since that f is not in w and is not free in pre or post, and f0

is not free in post,

w, a : [pre, post] = (res f • w, f : [pre, post[a\f ]])(a)

Law Multiple Parameters: since that f1 is not free in a2 ,

(par1 f1 • (par2 f2 • p) (a2)) (a1) = (par1 f1; par2 f2 • p) (a1, a2)

Law Variant Introduction with Parameters: if nm and n are not free in e and p2,
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p2 = [[proc nm = (par • w : [n = e ∧ pre, post]) variant n is e • p2]]

Law Procedure Call Introduction in the Main Program of a Variant Block (with

Parameters): since that nm is not recursive and n is not free in e and w :

[pre, post],

[[proc nm = (par • w : [n = e ∧ pre, post]) variant n is e •
�1 p2[(par • w : [pre, post])(a)]]]

=

[[proc nm = (par • w : [n = e ∧ pre, post]) variant n is e • p2[nm(a)]]]

Law Recursive Call Introduction (with Parameters): since that n is not free in

w : [pre, post] and p1[nm(a)], and w : [n = e ∧ pre, post] � p1 then

[[proc nm = (par • p1[(par • w : [0 ≤ e ≤ n ∧ pre, post])(a)])
�1 variant n is e • p2]]

=

[[proc nm = (par • p1[nm(a)]) • p2]]
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